In Indonesia, financing for SDGs is no longer dependent on foreign aid. At present, domestic financing resources – for example APBD – are combined with alternative financing resources that were not previously available, such as funding sourced from regional banks and philanthropy. SDGs financing through Islamic fund/zakat (in collaboration with the National Alms Agency/BAZNAS), crowdfunding to save Sumatran tiger, as well as seeking financial contribution from the private sector.
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4 PILLARS OF SDGs STAKEHOLDERS IN INDONESIA

As an effort to advocate for the SDGs integration into sub-national development agenda, UNDP encourages SDGs stakeholders to partner and participate actively in their respective roles.

**Sub-national Government and Parliament**
- Conducting policy, target, and program
- Formulating regulations and the budget
- Conducting monitoring, evaluation, and reporting

**Private Sector and Philanthropy**
- Advocacy within private sector and philanthropy
- Funding programs:
  - Communications
  - Technical assistance
  - Funding collaborations

**Academics and Experts**
- Development planning and budget
- Preparing policy brief/paper
- Capacity building
- Conducting evaluation

**Civil Society Organization and Media**
- Conducting information dissemination and advocacy
- Technical assistance
- Capacity building
- Conducting evaluation

**TERMINOLOGIES**

**APRD** Sub-national Government Revenue and Expenditure Budget
**APRN** State Revenue and Expenditure Budget
**MDGs** Millennium Development Goals
**NAPAP** National Action Plan
**UNDP** United Nations Development Programme
**UNDP** United Nations Development Programme

**UNDP**: United Nations Development Programme
**SDGs**: Sustainable Development Goals
**MDGs**: Millennium Development Goals
**Bappeda**: Sub-national Development Planning Agency
**APBN**: State Revenue and Expenditure Budget
**APBD**: Sub-national Government Revenue and Expenditure Budget
**RPJMD**: Sub-national Government Medium Term Development Plan
**RAD**: Sub-national Action Plan

**DEVELOPMENT AGENDA**

**SDGs INTO LOCAL DEVELOPMENT AGENDA**

**SUB-NATIONAL SDGS LOCALIZATION: STRATEGY FOR INTEGRATING SDGS INTO LOCAL DEVELOPMENT AGENDA**

**For more information:**

UNDP Indonesia
Ardi Afandi, Advisor
Dharmayuda, Communications and Media Relations Unit

**Phone:** +62 21 2980 2300 (ext. 802)

**Jl. M.H. Thamrin Kav. 3 | Jakarta 10250, Indonesia**

**Menara Thamrin Building, 9th Floor**

**Email:** ardi.afandi@undp.org
**Inclusive SDGs Coordination Team** at sub-national level, which is endorsed by the Decree of Governor/Head of District.

**Mapping of alignment between SDGs and RPJMD**

**Sub-national-development-agenda-aligned SDGs indicators**

**RAD of SDGs**

**Evidence-based planning and budgeting**

**List of development priority sector at sub-national level**

**SDGs Achievement Report**

**Presidential Decree No. 39/2017**

**SDGs Presidential Decree**

**Financing for SDGs**

**SDGs Coordination Team**

**Policy & Institutional Strengthening**

**Output**

- Inclusive SDG Coordination Team of sub-national level, which is endorsed by the decree of Governor/Head of District
- Mapping of alignment between SDGs and RPJMD
- Sub-national-development-agenda-aligned SDGs indicators
- RAD of SDGs
- Evidence-based planning and budgeting

**Action**

- Location of development priority sector at sub-national level
- SDGs Village

**Monitoring**

- List of development priority sector at sub-national level
- SDGs Achievement Report

**Advocacy, Capacity Building & Knowledge Management**

**Policy Development: Planning & Budgeting**

**Output**

- Policy & Institutional Strengthening
- Mapping of alignment between SDGs and RPJMD
- Sub-national-development-agenda-aligned SDGs indicators
- RAD of SDGs
- Evidence-based planning and budgeting

**3. Action**

To accelerate the achievement of SDGs, it is necessary to prioritize development. One of the acceleration programs for achieving SDGs is by setting up a pilot village, called the SDGs Village. The SDGs Village will implement priority development programs based on the RAD of SDGs, where:

- Program management is led by village apparatus;
- Program funding involves non-state actors support;
- Program implementation involves public consultation.

**4. Monitoring**

Baseline study on SDGs indicators for sub-national level.

**Advocacy, Capacity Building & Knowledge Management**

- Advocacy, capacity building, and knowledge management are essential to support the achievement of SDGs. These activities are conducted both at national and sub-national levels.

In addition, a comprehensive SDGs Achievement Report needs to be developed and disseminated at the sub-national level.

**SDGs AND SUB-NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENDA**

In 2015, UN member states agreed on 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to improve social welfare and economy, safeguard environmental sustainability and ensure sustainable development through inclusive governance.

The 17 SDGs have targets related to local development agendas. As policymakers, the sub-national government holds a key role in linking SDGs with the community. The sub-national governments play a role in coordinating the integration of SDGs into sub-national development policies, tailored to the potential and challenges in their respective regions.